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The topic for this issue is 
                                  anything that is visible in the daytime or nighttime sky.

rain drops
your whispers
softly echo

Somayajulu Musunuri - India 

shooting star
how far the rest
of our journey

Lucy Whitehead - UK

another slice
of vintage cheese -
full moon 

Hazel Hall - Australia

dust storm -
I ask the waitress
for more water

Julie Bloss Kelsey - USA 
  

dark sky 
a red lantern drifts
in search of stars

David He - China   

his pull
   with me
      lover's moon

Julie Warther - USA



countless stars
my folded hand
holds a few 

Pravat Kumar Padhy - India

cloud cover
her smartphone points 
to Jupiter

Skaidrite Stelzer - USA

a half moon
above a lighted window
three am

Jan Dobb - Australia 

night sky
lifting her hem -
stitches of lavender

Marilyn Fleming - USA

soft sails 
in the wind of morning . . .
clouds

Lucia Cardillo - Italy

brontides
lightning streaks
a velvet sky

Marilyn Ashbaugh - USA



the sea 
no longer starved
sundown

Nathan Hassall - USA (formerly UK)

starlit night . . .
I follow the dots
of the Milky Way

Eufemia Griffo - Italy 

purple rain
a starling flies
through the rainbow

Martha Magenta - UK

camping out
we tickle the stars
with our toes

Pat Davis - USA

park bench . . .
my daughter names
each cloud

Billy Antonio - Philippines

too drunk 
to dance with her
Cancun moon

John Hawk - USA



al fresco
sparkling wine
and stars

Olivier Schopfer - Switzerland 

strawberry moon
my daughter brings
cream and sugar

Malgorzata Formanowska - Poland

Morning Star
I take a step
in my mother's shoes

Tia Haynes - USA 

isolation
a hot air balloon
in a cobalt sky 

Ingrid Baluchi - Uganda

stars
in the skylight . . .
bedtime stories

Theresa A. Cancro - USA

lashing out
at perpetual sin
prairie lightning

Devin Harrison - Canada



windy night . . .
the full moon playing
peek-a-boo

Nancy Brady - USA

faint stars
the candle's
smoking wick

Rachel Sutcliffe - UK

summer solstice
on the badger's back
a stripe of moon

Debbie Strange - Canada

red-tailed hawk
sailing the currents
daydream

Mary Alice Valent - USA

peacock's fan -
a rainbow envelops
the moon

Lucia Fontana - Italy

droplets . . .
gray and blue vie
for sky control

Valentina Ranaldi-Adams - USA



----------  In the Starlight  ----------

empty handed
on mother's day

a bouquet of clouds

Debbi Antebi - UK
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